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The 2015 Spring Festival Travel rush is from Feb.4 to Mar. 15, during 
which train tickets are under great demand.  

The Spring Festival Travel Rush, also known as Chunyun in Chinese, or 
Spring Festival Travel Season / Transportation Peak is considered to be the 
largest annual migration. It is the special period when China faces an 
extremely high traffic load, which results in great transportation problems, 
especially on the railway services. 

Millions of people working or studying out of their hometowns will be 
hurrying home to reunite with families as the Chinese Spring Festival 
approaches. This long-held tradition is the main reason for the rush. The 
other is that the holiday is one of the two week-long holidays of the year, a 
perfect travel time for many people. The rush usually begins 15 days ahead 
of the Chinese Lunar New Year and 25 days after that. 
  

During the 40 days of Chunyun period, the inter-city transportation faces 

great challenges. The demand for tickets far exceeds the supply. Various 

measures are adopted to alleviate the problem by opening many temporary 

trains, extending the working hours of booking office and opening up more 

booths. More policemen are deployed to insure the public security. The 

application of real name system is taken to relieve the difficulty in buying 

tickets and effectively stop scalpers who profit a lot during this period. 
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http://www.travelchinaguide.com/essential/holidays/spring-festival.htm


 

  

Festival Time 

 

It comes on the first day of Chinese lunar calendar and lasts for almost half of a month. But in folk 

custom, this traditional holiday lasts from the 23rd day of the twelfth month to the 15th day of 

the first month in the lunar calendar. Among these days, the Eve and the first day Spring Festival 

holiday is the peak time. The exact days are different in every year according to the lunar 

calendar.  

 Festivities Schedule 

 

The preparation starts 7 days before the New Year’s Eve. According to Chinese lunar calendar, 

people start to clean the house on Dec. 24, butcher on Dec. 26th and so on. People have certain 

things to do on each day. These activities will end Jan. 15th of the lunar calendar.  

 

CUSTOMS AND PRACTICES 

Every family does a thorough house cleaning and purchases enough food, including fish, meat, 

roasted nuts and seeds, all kinds of candies and fruits, etc., for the festival period. Also, new 

clothes must be bought, especially for children. Red scrolls with complementary poetic couplets, 

one line on each side of the gate, are pasted at every gate. The Chinese character 'Fu' is pasted 

on the center of the door and paper-cut pictures adorn windows. 

 

 

Paper cut of Character 'Fu' Meaning  

Happiness and 'Feng' Meaning Harvest 

TABOOS 

As a start for a new year, it is regarded as the omen of a year. People have many taboos during this 

period. Many bad words related to “death”, “broken”, “killing”, “ghost” and “illness” or “sicknesses” 

are forbidden during conversations. In some places, there are more specific details. They consider it 

unlucky if the barrel of rice is empty, because they think they will have nothing to eat in the next 

year.  

 

FESTIVAL FOOD 

Food during this happy event has its characteristics, which is the representative of Chinese festival 

food culture. Dumplings and the reunion dinner are indispensable at this time. Cold and hot dishes 

are all served. Fish is always an important dish then, which expresses people’s hope of having a 

wealthy year. 

http://www.travelchinaguide.com/intro/focus/calendar.htm
http://www.travelchinaguide.com/essential/holidays/new-year/


 

  

ZODIAC SIGN 

Every lunar year in China is related to an animal sign according to the zodiac system –  

Rat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, sheep, monkey, rooster, dog and pig. 

For a long time there has been a special relationship between humans and the 12 zodiacal animals. It 

is believed that the years represented by the animals affect the characters of people in the same 

manner like the signs of zodiac adopted by western civilizations. Interesting facts like years, 

strengths, weaknesses, best matches and fortune of 2015 of each sign are introduced. 

 

 

    

    

    

RAT OX TIGER RABBIT 

DRAGON 
SNAKE 

HORSE SHEEP 

MONKEY ROOSTER 
DOG 

PIG 

 

 

SHEEP 

Years of Birth:1919, 1931, 1943, 

1955, 1967, 1979, 1991, 2003, 2015, 

2027 



  

 

Celebrating Chinese New Year 2015 in 

Hong Kong 

 

The Spring Festival is the biggest holiday in China. Hong Kong people celebrate differently than 

in the Mainland. They mark the occasion with a unique fusion of modern fun and ancient 

customs. The three days of night parade, giant fireworks, and horse racing often make it to the 

top of the lists of world festival events. 

Day 1: The Parade and Entertainment on New Year’s Day (February 19, 2015, 
Thursday)  

Holiday Kickoff: The streets hop to the beating music, and the crowds enjoy the parade.  

Crowds line the streets and make way for the parade in Tsim Sha Tsui area near Victoria Harbor. 

It will be the Year of the Goat according to traditional reckoning, and there will probably be 

goats on parade. It will go by some Hong Kong highlights such as the Avenue of Stars, Kowloon 

Park, and the Golden Mile of Nathan Road.  

Dozens of floats proceed down the streets with dozens of performing groups and 

bands.  Before the parade, many entertainers will entertain along the parade route that includes 

historic Nathan Road, Salisbury Road, Canton Road, and Haiphong Road. In 2014, the 35 or so 

floats of companies and associations of around the world were preceded by groups of dancers, 

jugglers, marching bands, children, skaters and bikers of various nationalities. It shows that 

Hong Kong is an international city with influences from around the world.  

Day 2: Fireworks over Victoria Harbor on the Second Day (February 20, 2015, Friday)  

Fireworks display  

Victoria Harbor blazes with fireworks, while the lights dance on the buildings.  

On Day 2 of the Spring Festival, Victoria Harbor is scheduled to roar with a giant fireworks 

display with choreographed pyrotechnics. It joins in with the daily record-setting Symphony of 

Lights with its colorful building lights and laser light show.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.chinahighlights.com/travelguide/chinese-zodiac/goat.asp
http://www.chinahighlights.com/hong-kong/attraction/golden-mile-nathan-road.htm
http://www.chinahighlights.com/hong-kong/attraction/symphony-of-night.htm
http://www.chinahighlights.com/hong-kong/attraction/symphony-of-night.htm


 

  

Day 3: Horse Races on the Third Day (February 21, 2015, Saturday)  

The most popular races of all...  

100,000 excited fans will crowd into Sha Tin Racecourse on the third day of the holidays. The 

Chinese New Year races are a special event. It has always been Hong Kong's most popular horse 

racing event. On this unique race day, the Jockey Club (a nonprofit charity group) will feature a 

full program of traditional and colorful festivities.  

There is a grand opening show, a featured lion dance, and a variety of cultural performances and 

entertainment. Professional jockeys will cheer the fans with messages for good luck. The 

featured race of the day is the Chinese New Year Cup.  

 

Spring Festival in Taiwan 
 

Activities carried out by Taiwanese during Spring 

Festival would start with "eating year-end dinner" on 

the 16th day of the 12th lunar month. They would be 

busy doing spring cleaning, neatening courtyard and 

living room, and preparing special foodstuffs for Spring 

Festival before New Year's Eve.  

 

On the 24th day of the 12th lunar month, people would 

"send off gods to the heaven", just as the tradition of 

"sacrificing to the Kitchen God" in the south of Fujian 

Province. The offerings must contain "Sweet Round Ball" 

(rice dumping) which is stuck to the kitchen so that the 

Kitchen God can "pass words of praise to the heaven and 

drop swearwords". People would also do spring cleaning 

on this day, so as to sweet away all "misfortunes" and 

greet the New Year. 

 

 

On New Year's Eve, every family would stick 

spring festival scrolls implying auspiciousness, 

good luck and fortune-greeting, etc. to their 

doors, windows, barns, piggeries, wells and 

other places, and then display offerings, 

incense and candles on the credence, so as 

to sacrifice to their ancestors and greet them 

to "spend Spring Festival" at home. They 

would prepare offerings such as oranges, 

sweet Miguo (rice cake), spring rice and New 

Year Gift Money before the nightfall. "Spring 

Rice" is a full bowl of rice with a paper-cut 

Chinese character. Also, they would keep 

upright two sugar canes with leaves and roots 

behind the front gate. The sugar canes are 

called "Long-life Sugar Canes" which imply 

length and sweetness and "bringing 

auspiciousness to the family". When having 

New Year Dinner, all family members would 

sit around a cook stove which is placed under 

the square table together with a new palm fan, 

each of which is pasted with the character 

(spring) and (Blessing) made of red paper. 
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